
Sweet Wife 1951 

Chapter 1951: her present 

 

And this glass of water just happened to solve her nightmare. 

Lu Yi carefully put her down and covered her with the blanket. 

The Garden of residence was originally a suitable place to live. There was no hustle and bustle in the 

city. The air here was fresh and there wasn’t much noise. And now was actually a good time to rest. 

Lu Yi walked out and came back in a while later. He had already taken out his notebook, but it wasn’t 

very useful recently. Of course, under normal circumstances, this notebook could live up to ten years, 

even if it was used for ten years, it was still better than other notebooks. However, no matter how 

electronic the product was, it was still afraid of falling. 

His laptop was knocked to the ground by a new intern in the inspection unit and fell heavily. He did not 

want to think about the miserable state of the fall at that time. It was almost too horrible to look at and 

it was beyond recognition, the outer shell was also smashed beyond recognition. Yan Huan had specially 

given it to him. He was usually very careful when using it. Of course, he had never fallen before. 

In the end, no matter how good a laptop was, there would always be problems with it. He could not 

solve such a problem. If he wanted to restore it to its original state, he might need to return to the 

factory for repairs, however, this laptop was not sold outside. Yan Huan had obtained it through a 

special method. It might only be in his hands. Even Lei Qingyi liked it when she saw it and wanted to get 

one for herself, however, he had never succeeded before, so he had to repair it himself. As for returning 

to the factory, it was not an easy task. 

He had almost repaired it, but the fall was more tragic. There were some problems with the hardware 

that could not be solved. The accessories in this notebook were also not available on the market. He had 

asked a few foreign friends, he wanted to try to get some accessories from them, but there was still no 

news after so long. 

Of course, he could only use it now. 

As for the matter of capturing his computer, he could not sell the intern, right? The price of this 

notebook was not low, and the goods from that place were usually not cheap. 

At the very least, it was over a hundred, and at the very most, it was over a hundred million. Even if he 

wanted to pursue it, there was no way to pursue it. Even if he sold the person, he might not be able to 

sell it back to the price of this laptop. 

Right now, it was still barely usable, but it was indeed broken, and it could not be fixed. Regarding this 

point, he was really powerless, so he first used it, he wanted to see if the other side could help him find 

the parts. 

Fortunately, it wasn’t completely broken. When he opened the notebook, he was surprised to find that 

there was something on the table. He hadn’t noticed it at all. 



It was wrapped in a paper box. It didn’t look very eye-catching, so he didn’t notice it for a while. 

He took the paper box, and there was a note on it. 

“You left work too late. I Can’t wait anymore. I’m too sleepy. This is my gift to you. You’ll definitely like 

it.” 

Lu Yi couldn’t help but laugh. She had said that she would help him bring a gift, but he didn’t know what 

kind of gift she would bring him. In fact, it was just like what he had said. No matter what gift Yan Huan 

gave.., he liked it. 

This time, it was different from other times. Yan Huan was doing publicity this time. He was very pressed 

for time and did not have time to go shopping. Usually, he would just get off the plane and might fly 

away immediately, in a city, under normal circumstances, he would not be able to stay for long. For her 

to be able to bring him a gift, he could guess that she had gone through a lot of hardship. 

So no matter what gift she gave him, he really liked it, even if it was just an empty box. 

He opened the paper box. There was indeed nothing special outside, but when he opened the box on 

the first floor, he already knew that there should be a laptop inside. 

Yan Huan was a delicate woman. She took him to heart, so she also knew what he needed and what he 

wanted? 

He opened the paper box on the second floor. Inside was a black laptop that was as thin as a layer of 

paper. He held the laptop in his hand. It seemed to be even lighter than the one he was using now, the 

laptop he was using now was already extremely light and could be carried around with him. Moreover, 

its performance was also at the extreme. It was a pity that it fell. Otherwise, he thought that he might 

still need to use it for a very long time. 

As for this new computer, it was still a little lighter than the one he was using now. After all, the 

electronic products themselves were changing very quickly. It was possible that in a year’s time, some 

new technology would appear, such a new technology was enough to allow an electronic product to be 

updated. 

Obviously, the new laptop in his hand was much closer than the current one. Of course, it was also a 

little more pleasant to the touch. 

He also preferred the black one. 

He turned on the computer. The computer turned on very quickly, almost in a few seconds. He 

connected the two computers together and put the files in the old computer into the new one, he only 

needed to slightly adjust it, and the new computer could be used. 

The new computer was not bad. It was an extremely high-end model. It should be the same as the one 

he used. It was made by the same company and could be felt from the feel of the keyboard. 

As for the old computer, he still had to wait for the accessories to come back. Perhaps it could still be 

saved. If it really could not be saved, then he could only say that there was nothing he could do. 



He used the new computer very smoothly. Of course, it was very suitable for his habits. As for the 

keyboard, it was also suitable. It was indeed produced by the same company. The familiar feel of it 

made him feel that it was familiar. 

He turned his head and saw that Yan Huan was still asleep. Her face was tired and she was also very 

deep asleep. Even her movements had not changed. She must have been exhausted for the past month. 

Also, he wanted to thank her for the gift. He really liked it. 

After that, he gently let out a breath and placed his hand on the keyboard. He started to get busy. If he 

finished all of this, he would have a few days of free time 

He still had to accompany her to watch the first two chapters. 

The procuratorate was different from other places. They had very few holidays. However, just like what 

Yan Huan had said, this was his job and the life he liked to live. 

This was also the reason why Yan Huan wanted him to return to the procuratorate. She understood him 

and understood him. He had been a procurator all his life and was used to such days, of course, he was 

also very good at his job. If he didn’t have these things, perhaps his life would be a little less. 

Chapter 1952: had its annual break 

 

That was why he was back, to be the real him, the real Lu Yi. 

In the morning, Lu Yi had already changed his clothes and was ready to go to work. Yan Huan was still 

asleep. She was indeed very tired. How tired was she? She had already slept the whole night, she did not 

seem to have any intention of waking up. 

“Huanhuan...”he gently patted Yan Huan’s face. 

Yan Huan reached out her hand in a daze and hugged Lu Yi’s hand as well. 

“I’m not waking up. I want to sleep,”she mumbled and fell asleep very quickly. 

Alright, Lu Yi gently pulled out his big hand and put her arm back under the blanket. Although it was 

freezing outside, it was very warm inside the house. It was because of this heating, that was why the 

entire hai city was so warm in the middle of winter. 

Between the south and the north, there was the wetness of the south, the cool autumn air of the north, 

and the heating from the north. That was why hai city was one of the most suitable cities to live in in the 

country. 

Go to sleep. Lu Yi stretched out his hand and gently caressed Yan Huan’s face. He was a little reluctant to 

part with her. However, he raised his hand and looked at the time. It was time to go to work. After this 

period of work, he would have a few days of vacation, he could accompany her and the children now. 

When Yan Huan opened her eyes, it was already past ten o’clock. She sat up and could be considered to 

have slept enough. However, she did sleep quite soundly. She did not know how long she had slept for.., 

it seemed to have been a long time. She had slept for an entire day. She stretched her back forcefully. 



It was great to be home. When she turned around, she saw a small note on the table. 

She picked up the note and placed it in front of her. 

“Thank you for your gift. I like it very much. I’ll be back tonight.” 

She would be back tonight. Yan Huan opened the drawer and placed the note inside. Lu Yi working 

overtime was a common occurrence. She was already used to it. She put on her shoes and walked to the 

window, then, she pulled open the curtains. When she saw the sky outside, she was instantly shocked. 

It was snowing in Hai City. When did it start? Moreover, the snow was really heavy. When she came 

back, it was still not snowing. Why was it snowing like this? A few stops were enough to cover the entire 

hai city. 

However, this was the first snow in Hai City. Initially, she thought that it was snowing as well, but it was 

snowing just before the New Year. It was likely to make many people excited as well. 

This year’s first snowfall might also be the last snowfall. 

She walked out and saw that Auntie Gu was still busy at home. She had also tidied up the house. 

“Miss Yan, you’re Awake?”When Auntie Gu saw that Yan Huan had woken up, she also heaved a sigh of 

relief. When Mr. Lu left, he had already instructed her not to wake Yan Huan up. She was too tired, so 

he let her sleep alone, however, the problem was that Yan Huan had been sleeping ever since he had 

returned. He did not eat or drink. 

He was finally awake. That was good. 

“Yes, I’m awake. That’s Great.”Yan Huan stretched lazily. 

“Auntie, what day is it now?”She did not keep track of the time. She had been too busy, so she only 

knew that it was almost new year’s. She did not know what day it was. 

“It’s already the 25th. It’s so fast.”Aunty GU sighed. “Another year has passed. There are only five days 

left before the New Year.” 

So it was already the 25th. She walked back to her room and took an exquisite envelope, placing it in 

Aunty Gu’s hand. “Aunty, this is for you.” 

Auntie Gu took it over. She thought that Yan Huan was bringing her gifts outside. In the past, if Yan Huan 

went out to film, he would always bring her gifts. In fact, not just her, even the farmers who helped with 

farming and raising chickens.., also had a share. Sometimes, even Gu Ah’s sons, grandchildren, and 

daughter-in-law also had a share. 

Yan Huan was a person who repaid kindness with kindness. It was not like she did not know who was 

good to her. Aunt Gu had been taking care of her since she was in her twenties. They were really like her 

family. How could she not be good to her family. 

Thank you, Miss Yan. Aunt Gu thought it was a celebrity card or something. Because it was quite thick, it 

should be a lot of photos. In the end, when she opened the envelope, she was shocked. 

It wasn’t a celebrity card, but a stack of red banknotes. Such a thick stack should be worth 50,000 yuan. 



“Miss Yan, this is too much.” 

Auntie Gu quickly wanted to return the money to Yan Huan. Her salary as a servant was much higher 

than that of a high-level white-collar worker. She was paid for food and accommodation in a month, so 

there wasn’t much work at home, after a month, her son and daughter-in-law added up to more than 

20,000 yuan. This time, she was given another 50,000 yuan. How could she be embarrassed. 

“Auntie, take it.”Yan Huan smiled at Auntie Gu. That smile was no longer the same as before. It was like 

the 20-year-old her, simple and innocent. 

“This is the bonus for you. Thank you for taking care of our family this year. It’s all thanks to you. So, 

Auntie, after the New Year, you have to come back quickly. Without You, I don’t know how to live.” 

Auntie Gu knew that Yan Huan was going to give her annual leave. Actually, she didn’t really want to go 

back. She stayed here every day and only went back to visit her grandson once a month. She treated this 

place as her own home, however, during the new year, she had to go back. Her relatives still had to 

leave, and she also had to visit her grandson. 

Yan Huan gave her a holiday around the 23rd every year. It was considered a late holiday this year. Of 

course, Aunt Gu knew Yan Huan’s character. As long as Yan Huan decided on something, it was not easy 

to change it, of course, it was also not easy to reason with him. 

Aunt Gu packed her things and prepared to go home. She would return after the New Year. 

Yan Huan walked into the kitchen, thinking about what to prepare for Lu Yi. There was still time, so she 

would send it to Lu Yi in ten minutes. 

She opened the fridge and saw that it was full. She didn’t need to buy anything. Everything was in the 

fridge. 

She would make dumplings. Lu Yi loved the shrimp dumplings she made the most. With a bowl of sour 

soup on the stove, it would definitely be very warm in such a snowy winter. 

She rolled up her sleeves and started rolling the dumplings with the dough. 

The dumplings she made were all handmade. Even the dough was rolled out by herself. There was a 

certain knack to it. Otherwise, how could it be so delicious. 

The dumplings were wrapped very quickly and rolled up very quickly. At eleven o’clock, she had already 

cooked the dumplings. She used another half an hour to boil a soup and then found a big lunchbox from 

the cabinet, she put the dumplings in and waited for her to go over to eat with Lu Yi. Auntie Gu was 

going home for the New Year, so there was no one here to accompany her. It was meaningless for her to 

eat alone. 

Chapter 1953: she would pay for it 

 

After packing up everything, she wrapped up her coat and walked out. 



When she had just walked out, she had already felt the cold. The road outside had also been swept 

away early in the morning. However, Yan Huan still liked to step on the snow one foot at a time. Just like 

when she was young, she would wear cotton shoes, she held her mother’s hand and asked her mother 

to bring her to build a snowman. She still remembered her mother’s smile. Although their days were not 

good, her mother had never let her starve or thirst. How could she be less than others, and her 

childhood was really not worse than others. She could not remember anything else, but she 

remembered her mother’s smile. At that time, it was as if she had given her the whole world. 

The cold wind blew on her body from time to time, but it was also blocked by the thick and heavy 

clothes. Only the snowflakes that fell from the sky from time to time fell on her eyelashes, and she 

blinked slightly, it also melted into water. This was actually a very magical process. 

Lu Yi’s car was parked outside, and Yan Huan didn’t plan to drive. Her driving skills weren’t very good, 

and when the weather was bad, Lu Yi wouldn’t let her drive. He said it was dangerous, but on the road 

to stay in the garden.., in fact, there is no danger, cars are not many, back and forth, in fact, only their 

own, but female drivers, Lu Yi is instinctively afraid. 

Yan Huan bowed his head, is also facing the north wind with snow, a foot on the snow, and then zhining 

zhining zhining. 

In the Procuratorate, nothing had changed because the new year was approaching. This place had 

always been a place without rest all year round. In particular, there were more cases in HAI city recently 

than in the past, so others might be on holiday, but they didn’t. They still had to stay here until the New 

Year’s Eve. 

“Mr. Lu, I’m sorry. I really didn’t mean it.” 

From time to time, the sound of a woman crying could be heard in Lu Yi’s office. This crying was really 

heartbreaking. Those who didn’t know better would think that Lu Yi had bullied a child. 

“How about I Give You My Notebook?” 

The young intern bit her lips. Her eyes were clearly red, and she was as aggrieved as she could be. It was 

as if someone had done something to her, but in reality, no one had done anything to her. 

Lu Yi did not say that he would pursue the matter, nor did he say that he would make her pay. Even if he 

sold her, he would not be able to buy back the same notebook. Why was this matter still in the past? 

Lu Yi had always been busy. Now that he was using his new laptop, its performance was very good. It 

was better than the current top brands. The most important thing was that it was very frivolous. In his 

daily work.., he could not leave the computer. Wherever he went, the computer would be taken by him. 

Therefore, he still preferred to be lighter. 

The previous one was very light, but unfortunately, it could not be used. 

This one was just right. It also allowed him to work well. 

However, he narrowed his eyes slightly. He did not know when this dry tone could leave. 

The intern saw that he had been talking for a long time, but Lu Yi ignored her. A hint of anger flashed in 

his eyes. 



“Mr. Lu...”her voice was soft again. 

“I’m really sorry. Can you forgive me?” 

Lu Yi raised his face and looked at the intern standing beside him indifferently. His dark eyes were 

emotionless, but his tightly pursed lips revealed some of his impatience. 

“Have you said enough?” 

His voice was like the wind from outside. In an instant, it was ice and snow. 

With a whoosh, the snow fell on the ground. 

The snow fell again, bringing with it an icy chill. 

The intern was stunned for a moment. She was probably choked by Lu Yi’s coldness. 

“I. . .”She opened her mouth and began to stutter. 

“I’m done talking. Can I go out? I still have work to do.”Lu Yi did not have any intention of showing 

mercy to women, if he was really kind to women, he would not have been despised by others for not 

knowing how to be romantic. Otherwise, would he still be able to find master extinction like Fang Zhu as 

a girlfriend? 

He had always been unable to remember women’s faces, and he did not have much patience. 

Of course, of the three women in the family, he was very patient. His mother, his wife, and his little 

cotton-padded jacket. 

The intern was once again forced to cry by Lu Yi’s harsh words. 

“Mr. Lu, I’ve already said that I’m sorry. I’m also willing to compensate you for your computer. What 

else do you want? Although I’m New Here, you can’t treat me like this, right?” 

He couldn’t treat her like this. Before Lu Yi could even make a sound, a voice came from outside. Of 

course, there were the onlookers, and of course, there was also Yan Huan, who had graced them with 

his presence. 

Lu Yi glanced at the crowd outside. “Why? Aren’t you busy? If you’re not busy, there are still a few cases 

that haven’t been completed.” 

Yu Bo laughed awkwardly. “I’m not here to watch the show. Really, I’m just here to ask...”he carefully 

pointed at the lunchbox in Yan Huan’s hand. Can I have a portion today. 

“Bring the lunchbox in later.”Yan Huan smiled amiably at Yu Bo. She had made a lot today. Perhaps both 

she and Lu Yi would not be able to finish it. Rather than leaving it behind, she might as well give some to 

Yu Bo. 

“Alright!” 

When Yu Bo heard that there was a portion for himself, his eyes widened. He immediately went to get a 

bowl. Oh right, he had to get a big bowl too. He might even be able to get a few more. 



After Yan Huan learned how to cook from father Xie, the dishes she cooked became more and more 

delicious. They were comparable to the culinary skills of a chef. Hence, he could only watch as Yan Huan 

came over every day. Yan Huan was very generous, every day, he could get a small portion of the bowl. 

Although it wasn’t much, it could still be used for lunch. In this month, he had saved quite a lot of food 

expenses. 

He looked at the new intern with a half-smile. If he were her, he would stay away from Lu Yi. Don’t 

target Lu Yi. He wasn’t suitable. Other than the fact that he was already married, it was his personality, if 

it was so easy for an intern to control him, then he wouldn’t be called Lu Yi anymore. Perhaps he could 

change his name to Lu Er and Lu San. 

No one was stupid about Sima Zhao’s intentions. There was hope in his eyes. Even though Yu Bo himself 

wanted to watch the show, it would definitely be very exciting for his wife to face a certain woman who 

wanted to be a mistress. Of course, he didn’t have to guess the ending. It would be the wife’s victory. 

The aura of the best actress Yan was fully unleashed, it was enough to make a woman feel ashamed on 

the spot. In addition, she would be packed up and scram. It wasn’t that easy to enter the procuratorate. 

It was all luck to be able to enter. She really didn’t want to ruin herself, if that was the case, it would 

really be a loss that didn’t make up for the gains. 

This intern shouldn’t be having an easy time right now. Yan Huan had always been a person who didn’t 

care too much. As long as she didn’t offend someone too harshly, she would leave some leeway. 

Chapter 1954: you can’t afford it 

 

Otherwise, all she has to do is say a word. 

Little Girl, you know, you’re going to be famous soon, and the word that goes with that fame is, you can 

get out. They don’t accept people with bad morals here. Who on Earth hired this intern, how did he get 

in? He had to do a good job. If it was according to Li keyi, then she might really have to ask him to get 

out. 

Getting rid of him now was better than having everyone know that he was coming. 

Therefore, Yan Huan still showed mercy. Of course, she was only giving face to the procuratorate. 

“Why are you here?”Lu Yi stood up and reached out to pat the snow on Yan Huan’s shoulder. 

“I’m here to bring you some food.”Yan Huan picked up the lunchbox in his hand. “I’ve asked Auntie Gu 

to go home. From now on, we have to rely on ourselves.”She said it as if she had been wronged and had 

to rely on herself, these words were really pitiful, but they were more or less the same. 

Lu Yi took the lunchbox from Yan Huan’s hands and placed it on the table. He was already hungry and 

annoyed. It was because he had been lectured by a certain blind intern for the entire morning like a fly.., 

although he did not know what she had lectured about, he believed that no one would like her lecturing 

like this. 

Yan Huan took off her scarf, but the snow on it had already melted into ice water. The moment it 

touched her neck, she could not help but shrink her neck. 



It was so cold. 

Lu Yi placed his warm hand on her neck and warmed it for her. Yan Huan felt much more comfortable. 

She looked at the stunned intern indifferently. 

She was shocked by the sudden appearance of the person beside Lu Yi. 

Or was it because of her face. 

Everyone in the country knew that Yan Huan was married to prosecutor Lu. Where did this intern come 

from? Did she come from Mars? How dare she steal Yan Huan’s Corner? 

“Did she break your notebook?”Yan Huan turned around and asked Lu Yi. She knew it. Although the 

products from that place could not be said to be top-quality, they could still be said to be top-quality. It 

was impossible for fake products to appear, it was also impossible for her to destroy her own 

reputation. It had only been a year, and it was actually broken. 

So it wasn’t broken. It was someone else who broke it. 

“I’ll pay for it.” 

The intern’s lips trembled. Of course, she recognized Yan Huan. Yan Huan’s face was very recognizable. 

However, why was she here? She wasn’t a big star, and she didn’t shoot television anymore, in addition, 

Yan Huan hadn’t appeared much in the past few years, so people had forgotten about her family 

situation, including that she was married, and who her husband was? 

Of course, it was also because this intern was this type of person. She didn’t know what was wrong with 

her brain, but she didn’t ask around clearly, so she came over to brush up on her presence. In the end, it 

turned out to be good, and she really did Brush Yan Huan out. 

“You’ll pay for it?”Yan Huan reached her hand into Lu Yi’s pocket and asked Lu Yi to help her warm up. 

Oh, she had to pay for it. 

“Are you sure?”Yan Huan asked again, “Are you sure you really want to accompany me?” 

“Yes.”Although the intern’s body was clearly trembling, she was still holding on to the idea that she 

would lose and not lose. Her mouth was still very stubborn. No matter what, she couldn’t show 

weakness here. 

“Oh...” 

Yan Huan turned around and asked Lu Yi, “Is her family very rich?” 

“I don’t know.”This new intern was not under his control, so he did not know anything about her family, 

where she graduated from, or how she entered the procuratorate. However, it had been a few years 

since someone was so stupid, it was another stupid intern. 

“Does your family have money?” 

Yan Huan asked the intern again. If her family had money, then she would pay for it. Her money did not 

come from a strong wind. She had earned it by selling her face, okay? 



“I...”How was the intern going to answer? 

“It’s, It’s okay...” 

She lowered her head and instinctively lost to someone else. Yan Huan was indeed very beautiful. 

Regardless of whether it was his temperament or his face, he was strong enough to suppress others. It 

also gave a woman an inexplicable sense of pressure, it would be difficult for someone who was not on 

the same level as her to contend against her. Moreover, this young intern was clearly a small flower in a 

greenhouse. 

Fortunately, Yan Huan’s definition of ‘not bad’meant that half of her strength was still there. 

‘not bad’meant that she was not bad. It meant that her family was rich 

“In that case, pay up.” 

“A total of 1,280,000 yuan,”Yan Huan stretched out his hand to the intern, “Don’t worry, this isn’t the 

original price. The notebook was used for a year, and I’ve included the depreciation fee. I’m only asking 

you to pay half the price. This notebook is extremely expensive. Of course, the new one she bought for 

Lu Yi isn’t cheap either.” 

“What?” 

The intern was obviously shocked. “1.28 million. How can there be such an expensive laptop in this 

world?” 

“Why not?”Yan Huan retracted his hand as if he knew that this woman in front of him was weak in 

appearance. Sigh, she was just another pretentious person. If she was really a nouveau riche.., she had 

already generously slammed the money on the table. How could she have such a tone? It was as if she 

was a monster from somewhere. Just as Zhu Meina said, she wasn’t a nouveau riche, she was a country 

bumpkin. 

Lu Yi shook his head. He didn’t care about these things. This was a war between women. Let Yan Huan 

play by herself. She could play however she wanted as long as she didn’t suffer any losses. 

He didn’t realize that his doting wife was spoiled to such an extent that she had no moral integrity. It 

was a little infuriating. 

He had already opened the lunchbox and took out all the dumplings inside. The lunchbox was very big 

and it was filled with a lunchbox of dumplings. It was still very hot, no, it was a little hot.., because the 

distance from home to here was indeed very close. It was about ten minutes away. Even if it snowed, it 

would at most take a few more minutes to walk. 

Yu Bo came at the right time. He ran in and also took his lunchbox. He was here to make a living. 

Yan Huan had done a lot. If he didn’t give it to Yu Bo, they might not be able to finish it. Moreover, the 

weather was too cold now. If it was left for too long, they wouldn’t be able to eat it. Hence, Lu Yi also 

gave Yu Bo some, more than half of the bowl was in Yu Bo’s bowl. 

Yu Bo was naturally very happy. He was very satisfied. Alright, a meal was settled, and he could not help 

but directly grab a dumpling with his hand and put it in his mouth. 



Why? What happened? 

“Mr. Yu...”no matter how aggrieved the intern looked at Yu Bo, he did not let Yu Bo Choke to death on a 

half-eaten dumpling. Don’t give him such a look. He really could not take it, he still had a tigress at 

home. If he got angry, he would really be beaten to death. 

Chapter 1955: was about how poverty limited one’s imagination 

 

“Mr. Yu, how can a computer be worth more than 1.2 million yuan?”The intern had an aggrieved look on 

her face, as if these people were bullying her. That’s right, how could a computer be worth more than 1 

million yuan, how could there be a phone call worth more than 1 million yuan? At most, it would be 

10,000 yuan. She gritted her teeth and agreed. For this, she would pay for it no matter what. 

However, how could she pay for this million yuan? Even if she were to be sold, she did not know if she 

was worth it? 

“Why aren’t there any computers worth a million yuan?”Yu Bo said as he picked up a dumpling and 

placed it next to his mouth. It was really delicious. Miss Yan was beautiful, and the dumplings she made 

were all so beautiful and delicious, of course, he did not forget to answer the intern’s question. 

“It’s impossible to have a million yuan computer.”The intern didn’t believe that there would be a million 

yuan computer. Was it made of gold or silver. 

“How is it impossible?”Yu Bo asked him back, “It’s poverty that limits your imagination. Lu Shengxian’s 

computer was bought from a special place. It was a military computer from a certain country. It was so 

light that it could be carried with one hand. Do you know how light it is? “It doesn’t even have the 

weight of a cell phone. Its performance is so good that it makes people envious.” 

“But you came here clumsily and smashed the other person’s computer.” 

In fact, no one asked this intern to pay for it. As for Lu Yi, he could only admit that he was unlucky. If he 

couldn’t afford it, how could he pay for it? 

The intern looked at this and then looked at this and that. He covered his face and ran out. 

“I’ll go check the information.”Yu Bo ate another dumpling. After eating Miss Yan’s food, his mouth 

softened. He had to help them with some things. 

He would think of a way to transfer this intern away. Don’t blame him for being ruthless. He could only 

blame her for having thoughts that she shouldn’t have. 

Moreover, if she left from his hands, she would still have some face. If she left from Mr. Lu’s hands, it 

would ruin her life. 

They came over to eat. Lu Yi had already put the dumplings away. He knew that Yan Huan was not 

eating at home. The first person that came to her mind was not herself, but his husband, who had not 

eaten yet. 



Sure, Yan Huan did not take this matter to heart. Of course, he did not mention it. She was not willing to 

waste their time for an irrelevant person. 

A serving of dumplings was enough to fill their stomachs. Yan Huan had nothing to do, so he just lay in 

the small lounge and played with his phone. There wasn’t a single person in the morning, Bai Zhi had 

long gone back, and Gu Ah Hao had also returned home for the New Year, it was just her alone 

She didn’t want to go to Linlang’s place either. She wanted to accompany Lu Yi. Even if it meant 

breathing the same air as him, she was very willing. 

She was only playing around when she felt sleepy again. She kicked off her shoes and prepared to sleep 

for a while. 

Lu Yi’s short rest was quite comfortable. Moreover, the heating in the prosecutor’s office building was 

also very warm. It did not lose out to home at all. 

Lu Yi walked in and covered Yan Huan with the blanket. Then, he had to go out and continue with his 

work. However, with her around, everything seemed to have settled down, even the air seemed to have 

the fragrance of spring. 

The snowflakes outside were falling. 

He quickly processed the documents on the table. His work efficiency was very high. Inside, he could 

only hear the sound of his fingers tapping on the keyboard. There was a warm spring-like temperature. 

It was really warm. 

It was also really warm. 

Yu Bo had already finished a bowl of dumplings. He touched his stomach in satisfaction. This meal was 

so full. As expected, it was the right thing to hug the thick thigh of Yan Huan. 

He could get a good meal every day. 

He took out the information about the new student that he had just asked others to find out. He roughly 

browsed through it. As expected, he said that those who could enter their procuratorate all had eyes 

behind their backs, why was there such a tactless and stupid person all of a sudden? Hehe, so it turned 

out that he had to go through a certain relationship before he could enter. 

You said that you didn’t work hard when you came in and didn’t improve your work ability. What were 

you thinking about doing other things every day? Could it be that you really thought that you could 

reach the sky in a single step here? You even set your sights on Lu Yi. Did you think that Lu Yi was a 

vegetarian or that Yan Huan was a grass eater. 

He took the phone and asked someone to send this intern back to the school. Their procuratorate was 

busy to begin with, and it was still a busy day. The people working here had already been through 

countless trials and tribulations, of course, they did not need you to have much ability. You could 

become Lu Yi and take on all the work of the Procuratorate on your own. However, at the very least, you 

could not cause trouble for them. You had a bitter expression on your face every day, you weren’t a 

bitter melon. You looked ugly. You were in a bad mood. You were in a good mood. Every day you came, 

you would be smiling. It also made your mood better. 



That intern never dreamed that she would be returned. The procuratorate was very difficult to enter. As 

long as an intern entered, there was a high chance that she would become a staff member here, 

however, she did not expect that she would actually be returned. Moreover, she returned the goods 

cleanly. Even if she wanted to speak up for herself, she would not be able to. 

Even the relationship that helped her enter was no longer willing to help her. 

She was fine, yet she was able to smash the Procuratorate’s computer. was that person someone to be 

trifled with? That person’s wife was someone to be trifled with. No one knew who gave birth to such an 

idiot. 

As for the fate of the intern, it was none of Yan Huan’s business. Of course, Yan Huan did not have that 

much time. Even thinking about an intern who had nothing to do with her would make her life worse 

than death, she was not so petty to that extent. Besides, she had a lot of things to do, but she did not 

have the time to waste on that unknown nobody. 

When Lu Yi got off work, it was still snowing outside. He knew if the snow would affect the top two at 

the box office, and a lot of people probably didn’t want to go out. 

For her safety, Lu Yi wrapped her up tightly, only exposing a pair of eyes. 

“What’s wrong? Are you unhappy?”Lu Yi could tell that Yan Huan was a little absent-minded at the 

moment. Perhaps she had thought of something, so she wasn’t too happy. 

“No,”Yan Huan didn’t know what to say. She pointed at the snow outside. “Do you think that if the snow 

continues like this, people will stop going to the cinema?” 

“Don’t worry.”Lu Yi held her hand and helped her put on her hat before walking out. Yan Huan was 

wearing a very thick coat, but of course, he was also very well-camouflaged, so he didn’t feel cold at all. 

However, Lu Yi.., he was only wearing a black windbreaker and a light scarf, but he didn’t feel cold at all. 

Chapter 1956:: The Fire 

 

Yan Huan raised her head to look at him and asked him with her eyes. 

“Why should I be relieved?” 

Lu Yi placed her hand in his pocket and clenched it tightly, “The snow stops on the 29th. The weather 

will be better on the 30th day of the Lunar New Year. On the first day of the Lunar New Year, the sun is 

shining brightly. Moreover, there aren’t many places where it snows this time. Most of the areas have 

good weather. Moreover, people who want to watch movies, regardless of whether it’s windy or rainy, 

will go and watch it. They won’t be affected by the changes in the weather.” 

“After all, the annual leave is only for a few days.” 

This time, the first two slots had been set well. Moreover, it was unknown whether this year’s spring 

festival slot was intentionally arranged by the other side, or if there really wasn’t an equivalent number 

of films. 



Those 2-d films weren’t as attractive as 3-d films. Moreover, the same-ranked films this time weren’t as 

popular as the first two slots, so everyone would probably contribute to the box office for the first two 

slots. 

Yan Huan’s worries were indeed unnecessary. 

Yan Huan and Lu Yi returned to the garden. The children were still living in the Lu family, and Lu Yi did 

not intend to let them come over. The weather was too cold, and they had already stayed at home for 

almost a month. It was still good.., each and every one of them was very lively and healthy. They could 

wait until the weather was warm. They could go to see the children, but they could not bring the 

children outside to enjoy the cold wind. 

Of course, the Lu family’s place was big enough, and there were many places for them to play. Old 

Master Lu had also built an indoor playground for the children. There was everything there.., the three 

children stayed inside every day as if they were in a park. Every day was very happy. 

Now, it was just like what Yan Huan had said. Only the two of them were left in the garden. They also 

had to learn to fend for themselves. 

Those farmers did not go home, so it was fortunate that there were still people in charge of the garden. 

By the time Lu Yi and Yan Huan returned home, the snow in and out of the garden had almost been 

cleared, there was only a layer of snow on the lawn, and the snow continued to fall. 

Yan Huan made some food for himself and Lu Yi, and they made a snowman under the cover of the 

night. It was all thanks to Lu Yi that he was willing to accompany Yan Huan to do such a thing. 

Yan Huan’s Weibo post that night was updated as well. It was a very cute snowman made by the two of 

them. There was also their hands that were held together. In the past, each of their fingers had a ring on 

them. 

They had never left each other for the past ten years. 

And Yan Huan’s love was also very good. This Weibo Post had warmed the hearts of countless people 

during this winter. In fact, they had always believed in love, just like Yan Huan, just like Lu Yi 

In the premiere room on the first day of the Lunar New Year, Yan Huan and Lu Yi were both in the past. 

This time, there were quite a number of celebrities who came. After all, Linlang had undergone a few 

years of development, it could be said that they had already secured a position in the entertainment 

industry. There were a lot of artistes in their flag. Of course, it was also because their later releases were 

of high quality. And on the first two days of the premiere.., the box office earnings had almost far 

exceeded the combined earnings of the other films in this new year’s period. They had already reached 

around 300 million. This was a very high box office earnings. As for what the box office earnings would 

be like in the later stages, whether they would put in effort or not.., at the very least, they had already 

gotten a good start. Moreover, after the premiere, everyone had unanimously good reviews for the film. 

Of course, other than the atmospheric scenes and the dedication of the actors, the film.., there was also 

the kind of subtlety and detail, as well as the lack of improvement in the details. Finally, it appeared in 

front of everyone. 

The first two scenes were indeed better than the first one. 



On the first day of the New Year, the first two scenes had almost always accounted for 60% of the box 

office. On this day, they had taken the first place on the box office ranking for the day with nearly 400 

million in box office earnings. 

The next day, the box office sales were 500 million again, and everyone was dissatisfied with the 

number of scenes. Everyone’s evaluation of this movie was extremely high. Even the online evaluation 

of this movie had reached 9.8 points, if one said that a pass of seven, eight, excellent, and nine were 

perfect, then 9.8 was a godlike movie. And now, there was no super evaluation of 9.8 points on the 

internet, even the first one was only a 9, but the first two had completely exceeded everyone’s 

expectations. Compared to the first movie, the scenes were even larger, and the plot was even more 

compact than the first movie. There were even more beautiful and dreamy scenes, and the acting skills 

had also improved. There were a few new and old actors, like Yan Huan and the rest.., it was as if there 

were no changes to the main character from six years ago. It was as if they had only seen it the day 

before the first movie. They had waited until the first two. 

In reality, even if they had to go through thousands of screenings, it was still not easy. 

It took six years before the movie was completed. 

The movie took a total of 180 minutes. It was longer than most movies. When they went to review the 

movie, not even a second of footage had been deleted. It was clear that the movie was very good, there 

was no one that could be deleted, and there was also no one that needed to be deleted. 

There were also the actors in the movie. Other than the old actors from the previous movie, there were 

also some newcomers who were new to the movie. Their performances were also very good, of course, 

there was also the child who played the little savage above. After a few stops, everyone’s hearts were 

filled with cuteness. The most famous one was Lin Yu’s mirror sand, which was also the most tearful 

spot in the entire movie. 

The child in the film acted too well. That expression, that feeling, and that gaze, almost everyone’s 

attention fell on her little face. It had only been two days, the first two or so stops had already swept the 

entire Internet, television, and the public’s attention. Even the actors in the film had started to quickly 

gain fans and become famous in all sorts of ways. 

Of course, there was also Xiao Xun. Everyone unanimously recognized that the child who inherited Yan 

Huan’s looks and acting skills was the one who had won the best newcomer award. She was only three 

years old at that time. 

In the first two stops, she was not even four years old. She was still a three-year-old little bean, but she 

already had such good acting skills. The value of Yan Huan’s daughter was almost comparable to Yan 

Huan’s mother. 

She was so young that she could really earn money to buy milk powder for herself. Of course, the little 

girl had a lot of films. Almost all of them were piled on the table. There were television dramas, movies, 

advertisements, and so on, there were also reality shows, but Yan Huan refused. In the first two years, 

she let her daughter shoot the last movie at such a young age, 

Chapter 1957: I saw Yan Huan  



 

As for her future path? Then, it was up to her to decide whether she wanted to be a star like her mother 

or a prosecutor like her father. It was up to her to decide her own fate. On this point.., no one could 

force her to make any decisions. 

And the box office earnings for the first two days were breaking a new record almost every day. It was 

during these seven days of holidays, from the first to the seventh day of the Lunar New Year, the daily 

earnings were around 500 million. 

And after the seven days of annual leave, there was a basic decline in the box office earnings. And at this 

time, the first two days of the Lunar New Year had already reached nearly four billion. This was even 

more terrifying than the first two days of the Lunar New Year. 

Initially, Yan Huan still wanted to look at the box office earnings, but in the end, she didn’t really want to 

look at it anymore. If she looked at it again, it would just be like that. She didn’t care anymore. All she 

wanted to do was to do it. All she could do was to finish it, as for the first two, she had already tried her 

best. Of course, the result now was that the first two had already been considered a success. When the 

box office earnings reached four billion, it was already a very successful movie. How many more box 

office earnings would be added in the future, she was already rather calm. 

They were all waiting for the box office to refresh. Yan Huan did not go. She was currently playing with 

her three children. 

“Mommy...”Xun Xun ran over and hugged Yan Huan’s leg. 

“What’s wrong, Baby?” 

Yan Huan carried his daughter up. However, when he weighed her in his arms, he suddenly realized that 

she had really grown up. Not only had she grown taller, she had also gained weight. Now, Yan Huan felt 

that it was difficult to carry her. 

Yes, she had grown up. She had really grown up. She was already a four-year-old little girl. 

“Mommy.”Xun Xun grabbed her little skirt. 

“Did Xun Xun earn a lot of milk powder money for herself?”These days, everyone in the family had 

spoken in front of her. 

Her grandmother, aunt, and grandfather all said that she had earned a lot of milk powder money. In the 

future, she and her brother would have an endless supply of milk powder. Was It Like This? Although 

she did not know what money was now.., but she knew that with money, she could buy a lot of good 

things. 

“Yes, our Xun Xun has earned a lot of money for her milk powder. Xun Xun is really good.” 

Yan Huan praised his daughter. Xun Xun was a good girl to begin with. Of course, she also liked to be 

praised. Xiao Qi and Xiao Guang were not like this. They were both stable children. In this aspect, they 

were much better than Xun Xun. 

Xunxun was the precious treasure that the Lu family had raised. 



The first two houses were still rising. Meanwhile, Yan Huan was still with the children. She was no longer 

very enthusiastic about the box office. This was because her mission had already been completed. Of 

course, she had also completed it very well. 

As the temperature of the movie continued to rise, the weather here also gradually became warmer and 

warmer day by day. It was almost march. Even the withered trees outside had also discovered new 

green buds, after the immersion of winter, after a bleak winter, and after a dry winter, the new green 

could finally be seen. It was growing at a speed visible to the naked eye, deepening and also becoming 

tender green. 

The entire hai city was already bathed in a warm glow. 

A fine rain began to fall on Hai City. The fine rain washed away the dust of the entire city that had been 

there for a winter. Yan Huan stretched out her hand, and the rain gently patted her fingertips, it also 

brought a tingling and cool feeling. 

The rain was not cold. 

This was really the spring rain. She smiled and placed her hand outside to catch the drizzle. Such bright 

spring colors and such comfortable raindrops. 

Good Rain knows the season. When spring occurs. 

It sneaks into the night with the wind, moistening things silently. 

Yan Huan held his two sons in each hand while Lu Yi held his daughter. They were going to buy new 

clothes for the children. The weather was warm. The clothes from the previous year had changed from 

long sleeves to short sleeves, even Little Xun’s clothes were shorter by quite a length, which meant that 

the children had grown taller. Yan Huan was the most worried about Xun Xun, even though he yiji had 

said that Xun Xun was no different from the other children, her growth was very normal. 

However, Yan Huan had always been worried. She had heard people say that if a child was born too 

young, the child’s growth might not be good. It was very likely that the child would not grow tall or grow 

big. 

And every year, as long as Xun Xun grew taller for her, her heart would relax a little. 

And this year, Lu Yi measured Xun Xun’s height. He said that Xun Xun had grown another four 

centimeters. So, compared to last year, she had grown seven centimeters taller in an instant. She had 

grown really fast. Of course, no matter how fast she grew, she could not grow as fast as her brothers, 

xiao Qi and Xiao Guang had grown to almost ten centimeters in a year. and their family members were 

very satisfied with their growth. Of course, this growth was too fast. They had to change all their clothes, 

not to mention their clothes.., even their shoes had to be changed. 

Lu Yi carried Xun Xun into the children’s clothing store. The moment the employees saw him leave, they 

quickly led them into the V I P fitting room inside, as if Xun Xun Yi was there.., they had already been 

recognized by the parents who had come to buy clothes for their children, and they hurriedly called 

their friends and relatives to inform them. 

“Come over quickly. I see Lu Wei.” 



“Which Reed?”The other party still hadn’t reacted. Reed? What Reed. 

“What Reed? It’s Lu Wei. It’s Yan Huan’s daughter. Alright, I Won’t talk to you anymore. Oh My God, I 

see Yan Huan. I want to take a photo with her.” 

“Wait for me!”The woman on the other end of the phone screamed. She hurriedly took her things and 

wanted to run out. However, after running out, she forgot where she was now? 

“Miss Yan, can I take a photo with you?”A woman asked carefully. Could it really be done? Would it be 

too sudden? Did she have an appointment? Would she be rejected? Would she be unwilling. 

“Sure.”Yan Huan let the shop assistant bring Xiao Qi and Xiao Guang in first. She would take care of the 

three children later. Now that Lu Yi was here, she could rest assured. 

The woman who was looking for a group photo with Yan Huan was immediately amused. She quickly 

came over to take a photo with Yan Huan. Yan Huan was also very cooperative and was smiling. He did 

not put on any airs as a celebrity. On television, it was a completely different story, in reality, she really 

felt that she was even more beautiful than on television. She was still very approachable and beautiful. 

Soon, more and more people came into the shop. Perhaps it was a rumor, but everyone knew that Yan 

Huan was going to buy clothes for the three children. Everyone said that it was common to see 

celebrities in this shop, this was indeed true. Moreover, the clothes in this children’s clothing shop were 

all of the same design as the children of the celebrities. To be able to wear the same design as the 

celebrities, they must have good taste. 

However, once there were more people, Yan Huan found it difficult to resist. She felt that her face was 

almost stiff from smiling. Actually, right now, she wanted to go and see her three children, she wanted 

to personally pick out some beautiful clothes for them. 

Chapter 1958:  

 

It was still the shop assistant who protected Yan Huan and left. Although Yan Huan was still generous 

and decent, he had already been scratched a few times. His hair was also a little messy. The power of 

fans was really terrifying. 

Meanwhile, Lu Yi had already brought Xun Xun and Qi Xiaoguang to buy clothes. They were now sitting 

in the car. The three children were obediently sitting on the safety seats at the back, eating snacks, xun 

Xun did not know where she had thrown her little shoes. It seemed that she did not want to bring her 

feet when she went out again. She had to be carried by an adult. 

Lu Yi and Yan Huan sent the children home. Their task today was actually quite heavy because the 

kindergarten was starting tomorrow. They were going to have a parent-teacher meeting, moreover, 

they were going to let them cook snacks for them. They were going to do it together with the children. 

They were going to shoot a video. 

Yan Huan stretched out her hand to the three children and told them to stand properly. Then, she put 

on a small apron for the three of them. 



Were they all ready? She pinched the little faces of her two sons with one hand and the other. When 

she was satisfied, she went up with both hands and gently rubbed Xun Xun’s little face, “Babies, we’re 

about to start work. Are You Ready?” 

“We’re ready,”the three children said in unison. They were wearing the little chef hats that their mother 

had bought for them. The Three Little Chefs stood in a row. They were so cute. 

Meanwhile, Lu Yi was holding a video camera and recording everything. 

It was not the first time the three children had made snacks with their mother. They were very helpful, 

and their mother was going to take them to kindergarten to make a big cake. Last Time, Yan Huan had 

made a cake for the children, there were also cookies and cookies. They were more beautiful and 

delicious than the ones sold. However, many parents did not believe that she was the one who made 

them. They even thought that she had bought them. Ye Shuyun brought the three children over, she did 

not explain anything. Anyway, she had plenty of time. This time, they would give those people a good 

slap in the face. 

Yan Huan and the three children were busy in the kitchen. They made cookies and cakes together. 

Although their hands were small, they were not bad at doing this, xun Xun could even make beautiful 

flowers out of butter 

They made a three-story tall cake with Xun Xun’s flowers, animals, and butterflies. Although the cake 

was not very good, it was full of childlike innocence. Yan Huan made a few changes, it was interesting. 

The mother and daughter worked well together. Of course, the three children accompanied their 

mother in making cakes. They were also good children who liked to work. Yan Huan gave them a small 

cake each, this was something they had exchanged for with their own work. It was different from usual, 

so they were all very happy. 

And at such a young age, they now knew what it meant to work the most. Yes, work was the most 

glorious. Children who loved to work were also good children. 

Yan Huan did not go to school. It was mainly because of the success of the first two chapters and her 

popularity. Why did she feel that she was still in the limelight? Although it was a bit of an exaggeration 

to say so.., but it was indeed not too much. The kindergarten was a good parent-teacher conference. 

was she going to cause trouble for them? Moreover, Ye Shuyun was the one who went this time. Ye 

Shuyun also loved attending the kindergarten’s military parent-teacher conference the most, this was 

because her three children were not only the prettiest but also the smartest. 

Yan Huan took over. Didn’t he just snatch ye Shuyun’s job. 

“What are we going to do tomorrow?”Lu Yi asked Yan Huan. He was not busy tomorrow and Yan Huan 

had nothing to do. 

Should they stay at home for the whole day and not go anywhere? 

“We’re going to watch a movie.” 

Yan Huan hugged Lu Yi’s neck and buried his face in his shoulder. It was a good and comfortable life for 

the two of them. Although they lived together every day.., they still had to stick together, right? Of 

course, they had to show off their love for each other. 



“Okay, I’ll go with you.”In fact, they had already watched it twice. However, if they watched it again, it 

would be as a contribution to their ticket sales. 

A month had already passed, but the box office sales of the top two were still very hot. They could earn 

tens of millions every day. Compared to some of the films that were just released, they were even more 

popular. 

Initially, it was all washed away by the newly released films. However, after a few days, it returned to 

normal. In this state, it was sitting at the top of the box office every day, because of this, it was 

successfully postponed. The box office of the first two films had already reached 6.2 billion. 

10 billion was not much, but the figure of 6.2 billion was not bad. Of course, it also successfully raised 

the number one spot on the box office ranking. The number one spot on the box office ranking was 

none other than the number one spot at the beginning. 

Wasn’t it normal for her to get a second place? 

Linlang also made a lot of money because of this. Linlang had invested in this drama alone. After 

splitting the box office with the theater and excluding the various fees, Linlang had at least transferred 

two billion into the account, of course, Yan Huan also had a salary, and so did xunxun. Xunxun had 

earned herself tens of millions of dollars in milk powder money. She had been drinking milk powder like 

water all her life, and she could never finish it. 

So, it seemed that their Xun Xun was doing well. 

The next morning, Ye Shuyun and the nanny brought the three children to the kindergarten. The other 

parents also brought small snacks such as biscuits. As soon as they entered, they heard that the children 

of the Lu family were carrying the largest cake, it was also the largest cake. The three-story-tall cake was 

delivered by the driver of the family. 

The three children also raised their heads. At this moment, they were very careful and felt very 

imposing. 

“He bought it again, right?”A parent muttered. He really thought that others couldn’t hear him, “Rich 

people are different. They are big stars. They earn billions of Yuan for a movie. It’s normal to buy a 

hundred of them, not to mention one.” 

Ye Shuyun glanced at the parent and her face became long. It was this person, what was his name? Mao 

Xiaoqian’s parent. Last time, he said that her three children didn’t have a mother. This time, he was 

creating such a rumor for her. 

Alright, didn’t he slap her face last time? This time, he made her face swell again. 

The few of them carried the three-story cake in, 

the cake was too big, so no one would believe that it was made by themselves. It wasn’t just Mao 

Xiaoqian’s parents who didn’t believe it. Perhaps all the parents present had their doubts, however, 

none of them were as straightforward as Mao Xiaoqian’s family. Of course, it was also a kind of idiocy. 

Chapter 1959: smacking you in the face 



 

This was an aristocrat’s kindergarten. Of course, not all of the children there were aristocrats’children. 

There were also some parents who were smacking their faces in the face but were not pretending to be 

fat, like Mao Xiaoqian. Of course, most of the children.., they were also very low-key. For example, the 

parents of Xiaomei. Perhaps, other than the principal, no one knew that Xiaomei’s parents would be the 

principal of Hai City, as well as Yan Huan’s children, if Yan Huan had not made an appearance last time, 

no one would have known that these three children were Yan Huan’s children. It was because Yan Huan 

was too famous, and this time, he was probably going to make use of the first two, he was going to be 

given a second title. Regardless of whether it was domestic or foreign, they all had to get first place. 

Other than the fame that he brought, there was also the box office earnings that almost everyone felt 

was terrifying, for an ordinary family, a few hundred million was already an astronomical figure. 

Therefore, those who couldn’t eat grapes and said that grapes were sour, there were still many people 

around. 

The three-layer cake was opened. On it were all kinds of candy made from chocolate. They were all very 

popular with children, regardless of whether they could eat these at home every day or not, they still 

loved this cake very much. Of course, there were also those beautiful little cartoon biscuits. 

The ones they bought were good. Mao Xiaoqian’s parents curled their lips again. Although she didn’t 

make it well, she made it herself. In a while, she would want to see how they could justify themselves. 

On the Kindergarten’s Big TV, there was a video of the children and their parents making snacks 

together. They also made it themselves. The children and their parents sat together, watching and 

eating. 

Mao Xiaoqian’s mother was still smiling at first. No one was laughing loudly, no one was laughing 

heartily. However, very soon, she could no longer laugh. She saw that the picture on the large television 

was of Yan Huan, perhaps it was because Yan Huan was a celebrity, but he was now so popular that he 

had become famous. The pictures lingered on her body for a long time. From the tabloid egg batter, to 

the steamed cake, and then taking it out of the oven.., there was also Xun Xun drawing all kinds of small 

animals on the cake. In the end, when her mother tried to fix it, it was all clearly photographed. 

Therefore, not to mention three layers of the cake, even if it was four or five layers, people could still 

make it. Therefore, sometimes, one could not be too full of oneself, and one could not be too absolute. 

There were many things in this world that you thought could not happen, however, it just happened. 

You thought that it was impossible, but it always went against your wishes. 

And this M V almost slapped some people’s faces until they swelled up. 

The teacher came over to start the cake. Because the cake was very big, all the children in the 

kindergarten could get it. 

Xunxun was a filial child. She did not eat the cake herself, but placed the cake in front of Grandma. 

“Grandmother, you’ve worked hard. Xunxun’s cake is for grandmother to eat.” 

Ye Shuyun was instantly moved and her tears almost fell. This was not a waste of time. She was so 

obedient and cute. Where would she find such a little granddaughter. 



Xiao Qi and Xiao Guang also placed their cakes in front of grandmother for her to eat. Although they 

were not like xunxun, their mouths were not as sweet as honey, however, Ye Shuyun understood what 

they wanted to say. 

Her three children were all obedient and sensible. 

“Grandma and Xun Xun will just eat one piece each.”Ye Shuyun patted her granddaughter’s head. “Xiao 

Qi and Xun Xun will also eat one piece, so they can’t eat too much.”They already gave out too much, so 

they wanted the children and their mother to eat together, but there were three of them at home. Did 

they have to bring three parents over? They wanted to, but it would be too silly, so in the end, Ye 

Shuyun came alone. 

How could a child with such a small stomach eat all three pieces of the big cake? As long as they didn’t 

overdo it. 

Xiao Guang tugged at Xiao Qi’s clothes. “Big Brother and Xiao Guang will eat together.” 

“Okay.”Xiao Qi glanced at her piece, then picked up the cake and ran over to Xiao Mei. She placed the 

cake in front of Xiao Mei. 

“Xiao Mei, I’ll eat one with brother. This piece is for you.” 

After he finished speaking, although his little face was still a little calm, his eyes were smiling. 

Madam Gao couldn’t help but pinch Xiao Guang’s little face. How could Yan Huan’s child be so cute? Ah, 

this must be the boss. The more she looked at it, the more she liked it. How could she not like it? What 

did it feel like.., it was like a mother-in-law looking at her son-in-law. The more she looked at it, the 

more satisfied she became. 

After Xiao Qi left, Gao Fu picked up his daughter. 

“Xiao Mei, tell Mommy, who gave you all the good stuff in your bag?” 

“Brother Xiao Qi gave it to me,”Xiao Mei said in her baby voice. Her little face was smiling like a little 

flower. She was shy and cute, and Madam Gao gave her daughter a rare kiss. 

“Mommy, eat the cake.”Xiao Mei carefully picked up the plate and placed it in front of Madam Gao. At 

this moment, Madam Gao’s eyes turned red. Many children followed suit, giving her own share of the 

cake to her parents made everyone feel emotional. 

As for Mao Xiaoqian, he didn’t care. He put his face on the cake and ate it alone. 

Mao Xiaoqian’s mother really wanted to lift him up and give him a good beating. At this moment, Mao 

Xiaoqian’s mother felt her face burn, as if everyone else was watching her. But what was so funny? Yes.., 

what was so funny? What was so funny. 

And eat? Eat my ass! But what if there was poison on the cake? 

But why didn’t she think about it? This cake was made by Yan Huan himself. Even if it was poisoned, it 

wouldn’t be able to poison all her children to death, right? Furthermore, she had three children. 



As for Yan Huan and Lu Yi, they were already in the cinema. In the past few years, Lu Yi had actually 

accompanied Yan Huan to watch a lot of movies. When they came, they would randomly find a movie, 

buy a serving of popcorn, and two cups of coke, then, they sat inside, eating and drinking, and watched 

all of the movies. 

Lu Yi brought two cups of coke and a large bucket of popcorn and placed them in front of Yan Huan. 

They came to watch the first two movies, and most of the people were also here to watch this movie. It 

could be seen that the first two movies were still very popular here, even from the time they were 

released until now, more than a month had passed, but the limelight had not diminished. Moreover, the 

number of films scheduled was still the highest so far. If this continued, there might be another peak 

period, currently, the box office earnings reached 6.3 billion, 
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And 6.3 billion was only domestic, not to mention domestic. The first two foreign box office earnings 

were also pretty good. Presumably, this time, it would be like last time, giving them a few hundred 

million or even one billion foreign box office earnings. 

And this time, needless to say, this movie would once again enter the Global Top 100 box office 

rankings. This was also to win glory for the country. 

Lu Yi sat down. Yan Huan lay on his lap and took out the movie tickets to play. They did not make it in 

time, so there was still half an hour before the next scene. They could just sit like this for the next half an 

hour. 

Lu Yi took the coke. Although it was not iced, it was still a little cold. He used his hand to warm it so that 

it would not be too cold when Yan Huan drank it later. 

Yan Huan’s fingers were drawing something in the air. Then, she moved to the table and was about to 

get another glass of coke. 

However, the back of her hand was slapped by Lu Yi. 

“Don’t drink it, it’s too cold.” 

Yan Huan quickly withdrew her hand. 

“Next time, I’ll let you drink plain water,”Lu Yi narrowed his eyes and warned Yan Huan, “Who was the 

one who was in so much pain during the menstrual period? Why? Do you remember to eat or not 

remember to hit? It wasn’t easy, but now that you’ve adjusted it, are you forgetting the pain just 

because you’ve recovered from your scar?” 

Yan Huan thought about the pain that she felt in the past and could only clench her teeth. Alright, she 

wasn’t going to drink anymore. 

She would never forget about the pain after recovering from her scar. 

No one would forget about pain. 



Lu Yi took a sip of the coke in his hand. It wasn’t too cold anymore. 

“Come and drink.”He handed the coke in his hand to Yan Huan. He didn’t know why women liked to 

drink this kind of thing. It tasted so weird like Chinese medicine. How could they drink it one cup at a 

time. 

Yan Huan lifted the cup and drank it happily. It was... sigh.. 

She shook the coke in her hand. She really did not feel anything. 

If she was asked what kind of feeling she wanted, what was this so-called feeling? Yes, what was this so-

called feeling? 

To drink Coco, one had to add ice, okay? The ice that one drank was the real coke. It did not add ice. 

What kind of Coke was that? However, Lu Yi wanted to warm the ice coke for her. Even if it was not 

warm.., did he also put a piece of ginger in it for her. 

She took another sip, and Lu Yi took it over again. Then, she warmed it up. Yan Huan took out his phone 

from Lu Yi’s pocket and played games. This was something she had learned recently. Of course.., she still 

had a pair of stinky hands. She would lose wherever she fought, but it didn’t matter. Didn’t she have a 

powerful husband? With her husband around, what was there to be afraid of? Even if it became a 

negative score, he could still give her first place. 

When she was having a good time, someone sat beside her. Of course, she had never thought of letting 

others leave. Moreover, this wasn’t her private place. This chair wasn’t surnamed Yan, and of course, it 

wasn’t surnamed Lu, and she didn’t know what surname it was. In any case, it wasn’t the same as their 

surname. Of course, she could sit, and other people’s Butts could also be touched. 

Yan Huan occasionally raised his head, but when he saw the person sitting beside him, he did not know 

what to say. 

This world was very big. Some people missed it once and could not meet it again for the rest of their 

lives. This world was also very small. Some people kept missing it, but in the end, they would still meet 

it. 

Especially in Hai City. 

It was really very small. 

She met it again. 

Guess Who she met? It was Fang Zhu. 

She was Lu Yi’s wife from his previous life, and also his wife who treated Lu Yi with respect. It was just 

that Fang Zhu seemed to have aged quite a bit. In fact, how could she not have aged? It had already 

been ten years. 

As time passed, it was very long and also very short. In the blink of an eye, it had already changed 

greatly. It turned out that when they looked back, none of them had escaped the baptism of time. 



Was she not old? No, she was old. Her face did not change much, but her heart was more mature than 

before. However, her appearance really did not change much. 

Perhaps this was another compensation from the heavens. She was older than others. However, Fang 

Zhu, she could not help but look at Fang Zhu again. She was much older, and she still had the 

appearance of a clear soup noodle. No, it was the appearance of Grand Preceptor extinction. It seemed 

that she had not changed at all, was it really good for her to remain the same for the rest of her life? 

The world was changing, but you were not changing. You would eventually be eliminated. 

In fact, Yan Huan could not figure it out. He really did not understand where Fang Zhu’s mental state 

came from. She had remained the same for the past few decades. She had not changed at all. Some 

people thought that she might have worn a piece of clothing for a few years, but they did not know that 

in fact, she was buying clothes every year. It was just that she was buying the same style. 

This kind of personality seemed to be a little twisted, but how should one put it. 

It also depended on whether a child had a good mother. 

For example, her family’s Little Xun Xun was a little beauty who loved to look good. She loved to wear 

skirts and comb her hair. She wanted to dress herself up beautifully every day, but of course, she did not 

want others to touch her hair. 

Now that her hair was growing longer and longer, she was becoming more and more beautiful. She 

could not imagine what it would feel like to dress her child in black. Her family’s Xun Xun was like her. 

She liked to wear bright-colored clothes, however, Xiao Qi and Xiao Guang liked to wear dark colors. This 

was similar to her father. 

Fang Zhu’s aesthetic judgment had completely destroyed Yan Huan’s worldview. However, compared to 

the time when she was dressed in dust, this black outfit was actually a little more pleasing to the eye. 

However, could she really not be like this? 

Fang Zhu had obviously noticed her, and her expression was a little awkward. She pushed up her glasses 

and sat up straight, but her back was hunched. 

Yan Huan hugged Lu Yi’s arm tightly and leaned her body against Lu Yi’s. 

Lu Yi turned around and saw Fang Zhu as well. Of course, Fang Zhu also unintentionally met his eyes, so 

she hurriedly moved over. As for Lu Yi, he switched cola from his right hand to his left hand. 

As for what kind of feelings he had for Fang Zhu, to be honest.., 

he didn’t have any feelings for her. 

Perhaps such a statement was a little hurtful. It was just hurtful, but it was better than lying. 

Yan Huan was naturally not afraid that Lu Yi and Fang Zhu would rekindle their relationship. There 

wasn’t even a spark between them, let alone a spark. However, she always felt that she owed Fang Zhu 

something. 



Although everything was Fang Zhu’s fault, to put it bluntly, if she hadn’t appeared in this world, no 

matter how Fang Zhu’s personality was, or how fast she aged.., in the end, she would still become Lu Yi’s 

woman. 

Even if Lu Yi wasn’t willing to bite her, the two of them would still be together in the end. 

 


